### UNINSURED / UNDERINSURED MOTORIST COVERAGE SELECTION / REJECTION FORM

Uninsured / Underinsured Motorist bodily injury (UM/UIM BI) will cover bodily injury or death suffered by you, a family member or a passenger on your motorcycle due to an accident with a person who is at-fault, who is 1. an uninsured motorist (UM) or 2. An underinsured motorist (UIM). A person, who has no insurance, has immunity or is a hit-and-run driver, is an uninsured motorist. A person that has insurance, but their limits are lower than your limit of underinsured motorist or their limits have been reduced by payments, is an underinsured motorist.

You have the right to reject UM / UIM BI coverage.

I UNDERSTAND AND ACKNOWLEDGE THAT UNINSURED / UNDERINSURED MOTORIST BODILY INJURY (UM/UIM BI) HAS BEEN EXPLAINED TO ME AND THAT I HAVE BEEN OFFERED THE OPTION TO: 1) SELECT UM/UIM BI LIMITS EQUAL TO MY LIABILITY LIMITS, 2) SELECT UM/UIM BI LIMITS LOWER THAN MY LIABILITY LIMITS, OR 3) REJECT UM/UIM BI COVERAGE ENTIRELY. I HAVE CHOSEN TO:

- [ ] SELECT THE UM / UIM BI LIMITS SHOWN IN THE APPLICATION; OR
- [ ] REJECT UM / UIM BI COVERAGE IN ITS ENTIRETY.

Uninsured Motorist Property Damage (UMPD) will pay for damage to your motorcycle(s) caused in an accident by a driver who is at fault and has no insurance, has immunity or is a hit-and-run driver. You have the right to reject UMPD.

I HAVE BEEN GIVEN THE OPTION TO BUY UNINSURED MOTORIST PROPERTY DAMAGE (UMPD), AND I HAVE CHOSEN TO:

- [ ] SELECT THE UMPD LIMITS SHOWN IN THE APPLICATION FOR ALL VEHICLES; OR
- [ ] SELECT THE UMPD LIMITS SHOWN IN THE APPLICATION, BUT REJECT UMPD COVERAGE FOR THE VEHICLES BELOW:

| Vehicle #1 | ____________________ |
| Vehicle #2 | ____________________ |
| Vehicle #3 | ____________________ |
| Vehicle #4 | ____________________ |

Agreed by Applicant: ___________________________ Signed On: ______________________